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-Serve as a Special Staff Officer to the Commanding General for all security and law
enforcement matters
-Provide for the security of the Combat Center and safety of its personnel.
-Supervise the day to day operation of the Provost Marshal's Office.
-Lead, train, and effectively employ all personnel assigned to the PMO.
-Supervise the installation's traffic safety program.
-Supervise the installation's physical security and crime prevention program.
-Supervise the Criminal Investigation Division's activities and investigations.
-Maintain close liaison and coordinate security matters with the SJA, NCIS and unit
commanders.
-Serve as the Commanding General's liaison to civilian law enforcement agencies.

-Effectively served as Special Staff Officer to the CG on all security/LE matters to
include; improving TTPs for patrolling the TAs and responding to scrapper incidents;
efficiently handling base closure for a weapons incident.
-Lead, trained and effectively employed over 120 Marines, this period without incident.
-Managed, supervised and coordinated all day to day operations within the PMO.
-Supervised the conduct over 23 physical security surveys, 85 criminal investigations, 17
DUI checkpoints, countless Random Anti-Terrorism Measures and traffic safety during the
largest road construction project the installation has seen in 10 years.
-Established solid rapport with SJA, NCIS, Unit Commanders and all local LE agencies.
Coordinated closely with respective agencies on appropriate matters as CG's liaison.
-Initiated implementation of dictaphone, CLETS WAN upgrade, sun shade for the main gate, 3
MOUs with 2 local LE agencies.  Updated all PMIs and recommended changes to several CCOs.
-Executed budget for 2nd and 3rd quarters.
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Solid officer who attacks tasks with vigor.  Self starter who is clearly an MOS expert.
Fell in on the directorate as his deputy departed as an Individual Augment to Iraq.  He
immediately shifted personnel and they never missed a tasking.  Planned and supported a
10,000 Marine and family member salute to the troops concert with no incidents.  Very
proactive in dealing with emergent issues, sees a task through with great attention to
detail.  Has a keen eye for keeping his Marines squared away, presenting the best face
of the Corps at our gates, and sets and outstanding example.  Great choice for resident
ILS, would continue to round his experience base, follow on with joint staff assignment.
Continue to challenge.  Enthusiastically recommended for promotion.  Section A, Item 8A:
MRO is exempt from rifle/pistol requalification (MCO 3574.2j para (2)).
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-Steady Provost Marshall, he pours his heart and soul into his mission, his passion
comes across clearly.
-Dedicated leader does not accept less than the best from his Marines.
-Send to resident ILS to round his skills, then on to staff billet on a joint staff.
-Highly recommended for promotion.
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